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A special thank you to our Foundation

partners for their generosity in

supporting our mission:

-The Dallas Foundation

-The Rees Jones Foundation

-G.A. Foster Legacy Foundation

-Emma Barnsley Foundation 

-William E. Dean Charitable Foundation 

Dallas Pets Alive! was founded in 2012 as a

foster-based rescue organization run primarily

by volunteers, we have built our reputation as

a leading animal welfare organization in the

North Texas rescue community. 
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OUR MISSION
Our mission is to promote and provide the
resources, education, and programs needed to
eliminate the killing of companion animals in
North Texas.

We take an innovative approach to animal
rescue and believe in creating a paradigm shift
in the way our community views animal rescue.

LEADERSHIP TEAM
Founder & Executive Director: Leslie Sans
Executive Admin: Christine Sablone 
VP of Animal Operations: Andra Adams
VP of Administration: Anthony Cruddas
Development Director: Pat Robbins 
Rescue Director: Elina Kaneskaia DeVos
Adoption Director: Stacey DeVos Glauben 
Foster Director: Jenay Bennett

Medical Director: Jessica Dudek
Transport Director: Danielle Flowers
TNR Director: Tina Hoskins
PASS Director: Andra Adams
Technology Director: Katie Patterson
Social Media/Marketing Director: Sara Woods
Fundraising Director: Christina Papaila 
Volunteer Director: Tiffany Bellino 



Dear DPA Family, 

2021 was a year of ups and downs for the world, and

everyone here at Dallas Pets Alive felt those effects.

While our mission not only survived but also thrived

during 2020, our team of dedicated volunteers and staff

worked tirelessly in 2021 to save lives under the pressure

of coming off such a huge year of success.

While our lives became increasingly normal once again,

North Texas families continued to open their hearts and

homes to help us save homeless pets. 1,385 pets were

saved, 405 pets were adopted, 210 pets were

transported to homes across the US, 399 owner-

surrenders were prevented (through our PASS program),

and 411 community cats were fixed - which means 2,466

kittens will not be born into the feral life! 

The generosity of our DPA family came when we needed

it the most. Our donors provided financial support for

extensive medical treatment for more than 32% of pets

in DPA’s care! These numbers are a quantitative

example of the hard work, compassion, and

commitment of our fosters, volunteers, adopters and

donors. 

2021 was a year of movement towards a focus on

Community Based Sheltering, seeking opportunities

to expand our preventive programming. While

fostering and adoption will always be at the heart of

our mission, 2020 taught us that prevention is the

new way of rescue. We developed relationships with

new partners that work with populations of

individuals going through crisis to help keep pets

with their owners. DPA also developed a new CRM

technology, Companion Case Management, that will

revolutionize the animal welfare space. This CRM

system is the first of its kind to track cases that come

into our PASS program from inquiry to outcome. We

are thrilled to be able to offer this technology to

other groups across the country, free of charge. 

2021 kept us on our toes, and we fought through the

challenges of a year of unknowns, because our DPA

family is passionate and resilient. I am looking

forward to 2022 and celebrating 10 years of life

saving with each of you! I want to personally thank

you for your unwavering support and investment in

the future of DPA and the lives of our animals. With

your help, DPA can make North Texas a No-Kill

community!

Founder & Executive Director
Dallas Pets Alive!

L E S L I E  S A N S

FROM THE
FOUNDER

Leslie & her DPA Alumni, Vivian



2019

$64,978
$367,059
$91,600
$4,268
$167,694

$255,049
$44,163
$215,029
$53,702
$2,489

$125,167

$695,599

$570,432

GROSS INCOME

EXPENSES

Adoption Fees
Donations
Grants
Merchandise Sales
Fundraising/Events/Other

Medical Expenses
Pet Expenses (boarding, training)
General/Admin Expenses
Preventative (TNR & PASS)
Transport

Net Income for the Year

NET INCOME

$104,998
$403,743
$86,800
$2,407    
$71,307

FINANCIALS BY YEAR

$323,534
$39,449
$64,200
$32,637

--

$209,435

Total Gross Income $669,255

Total Expenses $459,820

2021 Financials Overview

$104,998
$403,743
$86,800
$2,407    
$71,307

$323,534
$39,449
$64,200
$32,637

--

$209,435

$669,255

$459,820

2018 2020

$104,461
$320,629
$164,750
$2,697
$133,191

$725,728

$374,034
$35,427
$216,779
$43,224
$4,983

$673,447

$93,116

2021

$64,529
$364,567
$78,033
$3,086
$229,600

$774,207

$240,986
$27,730
$231,045
$32,474

 --

$624,824

$149,383



FOSTER
Foster families provide shelter, food, care, and love for

pets in our program while they await adoption into their

forever homes. The number of animals we can save

depends entirely on the number of people who open

their homes and hearts to foster them. Because we do

not have a shelter facility, the only way that we can save

these animals is with the help of foster homes. DPA

covers all medical and training needs, and works closely

with foster families to support them while they care for

our adoptable pets.

VOLUNTEER
Our organization could not exist without volunteers. As

a private, nonprofit organization, we rely on the

assistance of caring, hard-working volunteers in all of

our programs. Some of our volunteers work directly

with the animals at our partner shelters or at adoption

events, while others support the program behind the

scenes by coordinating information and data,

supporting our foster families, keeping medical records,

marketing DPA, and much more.

DONATE
Adoption fees cover only a fraction of the costs that

DPA incurs to get our adoptable pets healthy, happy,

and into forever homes. DPA relies on donations from

our supporters to cover the remainder of our expenses,

as it costs hundreds of dollars per pet on average to

carry out our mission. All donations to DPA are fully tax

deductible and directly impact our ability to save an

increasing number of lives.

ADOPT
Families who adopt from DPA are giving an animal a

second chance at life. There is no substitute for the

feeling of saving a homeless pet through rescue. Our

dedicated adoption team ensures each pet in our

program finds the best possible forever family.



Your Impact in 2021

577
Pet Intakes

405
Pet Adoptions

$364,567
In Donations

200
Volunteers

290
Active Foster Homes

$255,337
In Medical Expenses

210
Pet Transports
Out of State

399
Prevented Pet

Owner Surrenders

411
Cats Fixed

Through TNR



Mary came into our rescue May of 2020 from

Dallas Animal Services. Not only did she test

positive for heartworms, but she was also noted

not to interact well with other dogs. This made

Mary one of our longest stays. 

She exhibited some behavioral challenges in her

first foster home, so we sent her to a board and

train to receive the behavioral support she

needed. She thrived at her boot camp, with one

of our training partners, Keith Morris. Keith

instantly fell in love with Mary. She really

flourished in training, learning to get along with

other dogs. Mary moved into a new foster home

with DPA volunteer Sarah, who also has two DPA

alums. Sarah was determined to help Mary

continue to thrive.

Mary even became a DPA Top Dog! Sarah

continued to remain in touch with Keith, Mary’s

trainer, in the nearly 9 months Mary was with her

in foster care. While Mary had some adoption

applications, none were ever quite the right fit

for her. Then, we received the best news; her

trainer, Keith, wanted to adopt her! We were

thrilled as this could not be a better fit. This story

made for one of our favorite adoptions in 2021. 

Mary lived her best life out in the country with

her human and doggy pals. She also became

affectionately dubbed by her adopter as “Sexy

Mary." While she crossed the rainbow bridge in

early 2022 due to cardiac failure, Mary

undoubtedly had the best last days with Keith.

Hey Sexy Mary!



ANIMAL
OPERATIONS



2021 saw the DPA Rescue Team swimming in a lot of

uncharted territory. Coming off the heels of a year

working almost 100% virtually, we were able to slowly

dip our toes back in the water and see if the new

shelter protocols were going to make our efforts

easier...or more difficult.

44%

56%

Eleanora came to Dallas Pets Alive as a new momma
of nine puppies. After all of her puppies were
adopted Eleanora (also known as "Nora") began
exhibiting some behaviors that were not ideal. Nora
was able to receive training through DPA's monthly
Foster Socialization classes led by a professional
behaviorist. Through the Foster Socials, Nora also
became a DPA Top Dog which ultimately helped lead
her to be adopted. Way to go Eleanora!! 

Meet Eleanora

RESCUE

We were alerted to 111 “littles” who were taken from a

hoarding case and brought to the Mesquite Animal

Shelter (MAS). MAS was already at capacity when this

occurred and were just having to stack crates of these

dogs in their lobby and hallways. They closed their

doors to the public and put out the call to local rescues

for help.

Some of DPA’s Rescue and Medical team volunteers

immediately dropped everything and went to assist at

the shelter. They worked in tandem with our Foster and

Social Media teams who quickly took action and the

response was nothing short of amazing. DPA along with

close to a dozen of other local rescues were able to tag

and pull 100% of the 111 littles and get them out of the

shelter that very same day. This sort of community

teamwork is what DPA is all about!

New in 2021



Rhya joined DPA in December 2020 and quickly
became the highlight of 2021. The shelter thought
Rhya might have been pregnant with possible
heart failure. 

Rhya was not pregnant, but instead had a belly
filled with fluid indicating chronic heart failure. She
was diagnosed with right-side congestive heart
failure, hypertension and heartworm disease. She
had 6 liters of fluid drained from her body. She has
been happy and healthier since joining the DPA
family! Rhya is waiting until the spring of 2022 to
determine if she is healthy enough for anesthesia,
so that she can be spayed. Rhya, coincidentally, is
already home. Her foster family decided they
couldn’t live without her and will be adopting her
as soon as we can clear her for adoption.
 

Rhya's Story

MEDICAL
DPA's Medical team is an extremely passionate group of volunteers dedicated to saving the lives of

pets in North Texas. Despite being scattered all across the U.S., this team works day and night for

animals that they will likely never meet in person. Medical team volunteers are on call around the clock,

answering emergency phone calls in the middle of the night, reassuring new foster parents, and

providing guidance on routine at-home care.

37%
Animals 

Considered Major 
Medical Cases 

$255K
Spent on Medical

Treatment 
Dogs Treated for

Heartworm

$34,408
Spent on Heartworm

Treatment

84

In 2021, once the pandemic slowed a bit, DPA

medical team came together for a retreat of to

make some of those physical connections that you

just can’t do over the internet.Almost immediately

off of the plane. Dixie Rose was being released

from the emergency room after a leg amputation

surgery and needed to be transferred to Mazie’s

Mission for continued care and she needed a ride. 

New in 2021
While there, they got to meet the veterinarians

and staff whom they work closely with and tour the

clinic. The leaders of the medical team are now

focused on how to create more meaningful

connections for the rest of the medical volunteers,

hoping to inspire them to continue to volunteer,

while also helping them realize the impact of their

virtual work in the physical world. 



52
Average Days in

Foster Care - Cats
Average Days in

Foster Care - Dogs

48

Dogs in Paid
Training Program

62
Humans in Paid

Training Program

122

In 2021, the Sablone’s fostered 26 dogs with
a grand total of over 200 animals since 2015! 

FOSTER
We focused mainly on our animals who need behavioral

support. It takes a village in terms of fostering and we

do not stop short when our animals need behavior

modification. We were able to create partnerships with

local training partners to host a monthly virtual Foster

Canine Workshop and a monthly in-person Foster Dog

Socialization. Through this we were able to keep

animals out of the shelter and further prepare them for

their forever homes. These monthly trainings were also

offered to our alumni to help support even after a

forever home is found.

In 2021 we certified six dogs as “DPA Top Dogs''.

These pups received training through our monthly

Foster Dog Socializations overseen by a Behavior

Specialist. Our DPA Top Dogs were able to show they

were sufficient in the following skills: sit/stay, loose walk

on leash, sit politely for pets, supervised separations

and accepting a greeting from a friendly stranger.

For the first time ever, we offered four virtual Cat

Behavior Workshops while partnering with Molly

DeVoss from Cat Behavior Solutions. We were able to

help support our feline fosters in ways we have never

done before!

New in 2021

“There is a foster animal for
everyone, whether you live in an
apartment, have children, have your
own pets, etc. No matter your
situation, if you have a job or family,
apartment or yard, you can still save
a life and foster.”
 - Christine & Nick Sablone

Meet The Sablones 



Dogs Adopted
in 2021

187 218
Cats Adopted

in 2021
Adopters Assisted

in 2021

405

“DPA is the personification of the love we have

for our animals. We have always treated our

animals as members of the family, and this is

exactly how DPA treated us. The foster parents

of our dogs welcomed us with open arms,

shared stories about our dogs before they

were adopted and genuinely cared to find the

right match for us and our dogs. You could see

the love and passion each foster had for the

dog and it reminded us that we can’t change a

dog’s past but we could rewrite its future” 

– Adam Stetson, Chairman of the Board 

ADOPTION
The Adoption Team was busy as ever in 2021, and they still

managed to earn an average of 4.93 out of 5 quality ratings on

our adoption satisfaction survey. More than 400 animals were

adopted out to their forever homes, and for a second year in a

row, there were more cats adopted than dogs. 

Our involvement in adoption doesn't end there! Our alumni

team continues assisting families with support and resources

post adoption and has been able to keep our pet adoption

return rate to a record low of .05%. 

WHY ADOPT?

Adam Stetson,  with DPA Alumni Goose



Thanks to the Rees Jones Foundation we have been hard
at work developing new technology, Companion Case
Management (CCM) in partnership with Spay Neuter
Network and Doobert. This technology will allow us to
more comprehensively provide resources to help keep
pets out of shelters in our community and beyond, and
will also provide enhanced reporting and outcome
tracking. PASS is officially utilizing CCM for all our PASS
clients. We are thrilled to be part of this revolutionary
technology which allows collaboration in animal welfare
technology and communities like never before.
 

Companion Case
Management

PASS
DPA's Positive Alternatives to Shelter Surrender (PASS)

team is made up of compassionate volunteers who

provide assistance and resources to help Dallas-area

citizens facing the heartbreaking decision to surrender

their pet to a shelter. Using professional courtesy,

empathy, and a non-judgmental attitude, volunteers

identify and track why these pets are being surrendered to

the shelter. With more funding of the program’s core

programs, PASS can continue to help reduce shelter

intake and save the lives of more Dallas County pets.

“My heart broke because I knew I wouldn’t be able to afford

Astro’s treatments. I would see him being himself, playful and

loving, even through all the pain he was in. I started to email

everyone I could for help. I finally received an email back from

PASS! They were able to help me with everything. They were

there along the whole journey and the vet they are associated

with are amazing! I’m so happy we were able to give Astro

another chance. Although I’ve had him for a short time, I

wouldn’t be able to imagine my life without my fur baby and I

owe all of that to PASS! They were kind enough to squeeze us

in their busy schedules and help us out! They are proof that

there are still selfless, kind and amazing people out there!”

Meet Astro

PASS Interactions
with the Public

2177

Pets Saved From
Shelter Surrender

399



The journey to a loving home starts with the rescue.
To The Rescue follows the story of what it takes to
rescue dogs from precarious and dangerous
situations, and the brave people who help them. DPA
rescue Fritz, a cute little terrier mix, was lucky to have
his story featured on To The Rescue. From shelter
save to a highly rare and special surgery, Frits' journey
was brought to life on the screen. DPA went above
and beyond to ensure that Fritz was able to survive
and thrive and To the Rescue was there to show just
how committed DPA is to giving our rescues every
opportunity to find their forever home. 

TRANSPORT
The DPA transport team partners with other rescues

across North America, who have less shelter

overcrowding and higher demand for rescue pets than

our region. This group of volunteers is dedicated to

fostering those relationships, and working to coordinate

local temporary fosters who can care for transport pets

until they are off to find their forever homes, typically in

the northern U.S. Transport is a life-saving tool for pets

that may be overlooked in our region, but have higher

foster and adopter demand hence promote faster

adoptions and the ability for DPA to save more pets in

need from North Texas shelters.

16
Transport Rescue

Partners
Total Transport

Trips in 2021

210

DPA FEATURED ON



668
Requests for Help

411
Cats Fixed

Through TNR

“We enjoy supporting DPA due to the various
causes within the organization, and for the
amazing people that volunteer their time for these
causes. In particular, we like to assist with the
efforts of their TNR (Trap, Neuter, Release)
program. A few years back we noticed a feral cat
situation with one of our neighbors. The program
director, Tina Hoskins, was instrumental in
providing us guidance on how to address the
health and medical needs of the cats, in addition
to mitigating the colony’s population growth." 
 

Meet the Skoogs

TNR
Our Trap, Neuter, Return (TNR) team continued
their amazing work in 2021, working to educate and
provide resources to our community about
community cats, and to help reduce feline
overpopulation and unnecessary shelter deaths.
This year we would like to highlight some amazing
DPA supporters, The Skoogs. The Skoogs are a
family who initially got connected to DPA through
finding kittens in their neighborhood and not being
sure what to do. Our TNR team worked closely with
them and coached them on TNR and they have
since really gotten the TNR bug. They have also
become DPA fosters, and even generous DPA
donors due to their relationship with our TNR
program. 

Our TNR director went to visit them recently at their
home in East Dallas to see the work they have done
with the cat colony in their neighborhood. They have
TNRd loads of cats, and have even gotten the whole
neighborhood involved – which is exactly the model
DPA wants. If every person will take accountability
for the community cat they found in their backyard,
and encourage their neighbor to do the same, that
is how we are really going to get community cat
overpopulation in check. DPA is over the moon
seeing the work the Skoogs have done, initially
empowered by DPA that they have continued and
grown on their own – a true community solution. 

New in 2021
In 2021, DPA TNR'd 411 cats, and prevented an
estimated  2,466 unwanted kittens from being
born. TNR also reduces the number of cats
entering the shelter each year.



ADMINISTRATION
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NTX GIVING DAY

Community Foundation of Texas’ NTX Giving Day is an 18-hour online giving event designed to

empower every person to give back to their community. The event helps us build awareness and

support with new potential donors. We shared the message that “If Animals Can Help Pets,

Humans Can Too!” created by our friends at Saatchi and Saatchi who created a compelling

campaign complete with videos that inspired donors to “Help Pets”. Thursday, September 23,

we celebrated with a wonderful night of “Watch Party” and so many of our volunteers, fosters

and supporters attended to cheer us on! It worked! 

Thanks to some major donors who

provided matching challenge funds

and the hundreds of donors who

met the match, North Texas Giving

Day raised $106,850, a 12% increase

over NTGD 2020. 

They did their part, now you can do yours



2 0 2 1  S O I R É E
After laying low for a year during the worst of

the pandemic, Vouv was the perfect setting

for The 2021 DPA Soirée. Generosity was the

name of the game for The 2021 DPA Soirée as

we raised more than $160,000. Thanks to our

animal-loving sponsors and donors, we’re very

proud that more than 75% of that will go

straight to fund our growing list of programs.

It was a marvelous coming back to life party

with 200 of our favorite people! Our number-

one band, In10City, kept the energy high as

party-goers enjoyed the food and drink along

with a silent auction of on-of-a-kind enticing

luxury items and an over-the-top live auction

featuring the super-entertaining auctioneer,

Jeff Copeland of Big Daddy Auctions.

We could not have done this without the

support of our Gala committee volunteers,

sponsors, and attendees!



In 2021 DPA! set an industry standard for DE&I initiatives in the animal rescue industry. As our

organization continues to strive for excellence - our volunteers, contractors, and employees are

forever diversifying to serve our community. With DPA’s! dedication in 2021, over 60% of our

organization has attended DE&I training and our mission continues to set a high standard and be an

industry leader with DE&I in the animal welfare community.

VOLUNTEERS
2021 brought an evolution of positive change to DPA! Volunteer Operations. Many teams

restructured under new leadership alongside The Volunteer Teams focus on quality over quantity. By

focusing The Volunteer Team’s efforts to best serve the organization, we have decreased turnover by

about 70% - greatly allowing our teams to function with low volatility. 

New in 2021

Eli started his journey with DPA in December 2020 a few months after

moving to Dallas from his hometown, San Antonio. Eli enjoys working with

DPA’s fearless leaders and Executive team providing HR advice and

solutions for our growing organization. He loves that my contribution helps

save animal’s lives and gives them better opportunities to survive and live

happily. He is also grateful for a wonderful team of dedicated volunteers and

the opportunity to develop my HR and People skills. He loves pets so much

that seeing a cute dog or cat makes him smile instantly! 

Meet Volunteer Eli!

New Volunteers

70+



36%
Increase in donations

with Cuddly

465.9k views 

$50k
Facebook/Instagram

Donations

2021
PROFESSIONAL
CHOICE AWARD

MARKETING
Reflecting on this past year, the Marketing team
continued to leverage our partnership with
Cuddly, who helps enable fundraisers increasing
our donations by 36%. This was the year for
trying new things! We invested in Facebook Ads
to extend our reach and saw a growth revenue
of 20%. Marketing surpassed our engagement
goal with almost half a million engagements and
reached 3M people with our content in 2021. 

One of our big highlights this year was

winning The 2021 Professional Choice Award

from Hill’s Food & The Association for Animal

Welfare Advancement. The PSA Awards honor

the top public service announcements (PSA)

or ads used in support of pets in need. We

are looking forward to the upcoming year to

continue improvements to increase exposure

to our community. 

Social Media Following

New in 2021New in 2021

23,566

17,457

3,346

999



dallaspetsalive.org

info@dallaspetsalive.org
Dallas Pets Alive!
11700 Preston Rd.
Suite 660 #263
Dallas, TX 75230

(214) 444-9372

 Facebook.com/DallasPetsAlive

@dallaspetsalive

 @dallaspetsalive

 @dallaspetsalive

 YouTube.com/DallasPetsAlive

CONNECT WITH US


